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ABSTRACT 

To study the effect of a drug on a target tissue, mainly all 

process of drug delivery from drug delivery systems to the 

transferred drug in whole body must be considered. These 

studies are very attractive for different fields of drug delivery 

systems and pharmaceutical industry. Modeling can help us 

for better understanding of this process and reaching to better 

design of system. In this paper, we extract the rules of drug 

delivery by decision tree for a specific systems such as Matrix 

substrate. The results show that we can achieve to %98.04 and 

%74.51 accuracy, if we use decision tree as a classifier and a 

predictor respectively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of release control systems is to achieve an optimal 

concentration of drug in the blood or target tissue for a time as 

long as possible. In the other words, control of release rate 

and duration of release must be considered as important 

factors. Increasing the effectiveness of drugs, patient comfort, 

decreasing the rate of administration and reduction of the side 

effects of wrong doses are the main reasons that cause this 

field of science as an interesting field. 

This has led pharmacologists and engineers strive together to 

achieve an efficient product. In this context, modeling can 

help to predicate the release before the delivery system was 

made. 

W. Mark Saltzman [1] introduce pharmacokinetic models in 

two parts: Compartmental Models and Physiological Models. 

Compartmental models can be considered as a simple one 

compartment or extent to multi compartments. In the case of 

one compartment, a first order differential equation can be 

used for drug mass. Also the drug absorption can be 

considered in one compartment. For more complex process, 

two compartment model must be used. 

In physiological modeling of pharmacokinetic, model based 

on actual anatomic of components and physiological 

mechanisms associated with drug metabolism is founded. In 

this model, which contains many details, the final status of 

drug are evaluated by elimination rate and the rate of outflow 

from any of the body's organs. 

Drug release kinetics modeling by controlling drug release 

systems are divided into two categories [5]: 

1. Statistical Methods 

2. Model Based Methods 

Exploratory data analysis statistical method can be used to 

compare the dissolution either graphically or numerically. 

Multivariate methods are based on iterative design criteria, 

that the solubility is the independent variable and the time is 

the dependent variable. Model-dependent methods are based 

on mathematical functions that describe the mechanism of 

dissolve. Some of these models are: Zero Order model, First 

Order model, Higuchi model, Hixson-Crowell model, 

Korsmeyer-Peppas model, Baker-Lonsdale model, 

Hopfenberg model, Gompertz model, Linear or first order 

regression model, Quadratic  model  or second  order 

regression model and Nonlinear regression models 

Adam M. persky et al [2] model the effect of ephedrine on the 

cardiovascular system. Their database consists of eight 

healthy volunteers, obese, non-smokers and aged 21 to 44 

years. The data was fitted to a single component model in 

which the drug absorption was considered as a first order 

differential equation with time delay and also time drug 

elimination was considered as a first order differential 

equation. More than 95% accuracy in the concentration range 

0.1 to 10 𝜇𝑔𝑙−1  was reported. 

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics for anesthesia 

drugs in children was studied by Rebecca Jacob et al. [3].  

Calatayud et al. [4] have proposed on the protection 

mechanism for digestive system against oral nitroglycerin 

administration.  

Dash et al. [5] have presented a mathematical model of drug 

release kinetics for drug delivery systems with the ability to 

have control over the dose.  

Zhang et al. [6] have presented a mathematical model for 

Convection-enhanced. This method is used to treat brain 

tumors and measuring the effectiveness of this method is very 

important. Their model is based on conservation of mass and 

momentum. 

Different drug delivery systems have been reviewed by 

Nicholas A. Peppas [8]. Karen H et al. [9] modeled the 

concentration distribution in brain tissue by Convection-

enhanced delivery systems. Andrew D. et al. [10] developed a 

mathematical model of drug release using magnetic particles. 

The model includes flow of erythrocyte particles within 

microcirculations. The model is designed to follow the 

particles in a vascular network.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The decision tree used in this study, in order to extract 

knowledge from the data base that collected from several drug 

delivery systems. From the extracted rules, a significant 

relationship between indicators of a field of science can be 

realized. Finding these rules can be useful in two areas. The 

first is that this knowledge can be used in the design of the 

drug delivery system in the pharmaceutical field. Second, the 

model based on this knowledge can help to have the ability of  

drug release prediction. 
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2.1 Database 
In this study, we need a database that contains the 

characteristics of drug delivery systems with a matrix 

substrate. The following features are very important in 

characteristics of drug delivery systems and can be used [12]: 

1. Type of polymer: hydrogel, soluble, biodegradable, 

non-biodegradable, hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

2. Porosity: large porous, small porous and non-

porous. 

3. Type of softeners 

4. Initial drug concentration 

5. Hardness 

6. Friability 

7. Molecular weight of polymer 

8. Diffusion coefficient of polymer 

9. Thickness 

Different unit for same feature may be seen in database due to 

integration of different data set. For this reason the necessary 

transformation was performed to get the same unit for each of 

them. The approximated slope of drug release curve can be 

used as the output parameter.  

The released amount of drug after 1 hour or after 8 hour was 

used in some articled as the output parameter. Several papers 

[12-27] in this area were examined. Delivery systems in these 

articles have been experimentally reported. Characteristics of 

these systems were studied and recorded. 

These articles contain 94 different systems with different 

characteristics.  The above features not are covered 

completely by these papers. Thus feature reduction is 

performed and the final features are: drug content, thickness, 

Friability, Hardness and type of polymer. 

According to expert claim, there is not any redundancy in new 

feature domain. 52 systems from 94 systems have complete 

information about final features and output variables (Rate of 

release, Release after 1 hr. and Release after 8 hr.). 

For discrete transformation on continues output variables, 

equal three bin was considered (%0-%33.33, %33.33- 

%66.66, %66.66-%100).  

2.2 Decision Tree [11] 
The decision tree is a tree structure with each node (non-leaf 

node) represents a test on an attribute (or feature), every 

branch represents one of the possible results from performed 

test and each leaf node (or end node) represents the class label 

(or predicted value). 

By using the decision tree, the following benefits can be 

obtained: 

1. Extraction “Rule Set” from decision tree 

2. Does not require any domain knowledge or 

parameter setting, thus it is appropriate for 

exploratory knowledge discovery 

3. It can handle high dimensional data 

4. It is intuitive 

5. The learning and classification steps are simple and 

fast 

6. In general it have good accuracy 

Each pass from root node to any leaf represents a rule. A 

disjunction (logical OR) is implied between each of the 

extracted rules. Because the rules are extracted directly from 

the tree, they are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.  

Another approach is using the predictor model. The output of 

a predictor model is numerical and for a classifier model is 

categorical. The decision tree structure in predictor model and 

classifier model is the same except that the leaf content of the 

predictor is a numerical value. 

To prevent the overfitting, the decision tree must be pruned. 

10-fold cross-validation used for evaluation of the results.  

3. RESULTS 
Because the statements in the antecedent and the consequent 

of a rule may be prolong, some symbolic letters are used for 

characteristics or values. Symbols used for features are 

summarized in Table 1.  

Table (1): The  Symbols used for features in rule 

statements 

Symbol Feature (Unit) Input/output 

a Drug Content(%) Input 

b Thickness(mm) Input 

c 
Release Rate after 8 

hour(%) 
Output 

d 
Release Rate after 1 

hour(%) 
Output 

e Release Rate(%/h) Output 

f friability Input 

g Hardness(kg/cm2) Input 

h Hydrogel Polymer Input 

i Soluble Polymer Input 

j 
Biodegradable 

Polymer 
Input 

k 
Non- Biodegradable 

Polymer 
Input 

m 
Hydrophobic 

(Plastic) Polymer 
Input 

o 
Hydrophilic 

Polymer 
Input 

Five below rules are extracted for the slope of releasing curve  

with %98.04 accuracy. 

Only one rule for "High": 

If  b<=5.51 & f<=0.62 & m= Hydrophobic  Then e=High 

Two rules for "Low": 

If m=Not Hydrophobic  Then  e=Low  

If b>5.52 Then  e=Low 

Two rules for " Medium ": 

If  a<=98.57 & b<=5.51 & m= Hydrophobic  Then e= 

Medium 

If  a>98.57 & b>5.51 &b<=5.52  Then e= Medium 

Four below rules are extracted for releasing after 1 hr. with 

%80 accuracy. 
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Only one rule for "High": 

If g>6.2 & m= Hydrophobic  Then d=High 

Two rules for "Low": 

If g<=6.2 & m= Hydrophobic  Then d=Low 

If  f<=0.52 Then d= Low 

Only one rule for " Medium ": 

If f>0.52 & m= Not Hydrophobic  Then d=Medium 

Three  below rules are extracted for releasing after 8 hr. with 

%84.31 accuracy. 

Two rules for "High": 

     If  b>4.44 Then c= High 

     If  f<=0.34 Then c= High 

Only one rule for " Medium ": 

If  b<=4.44  Then c= Medium 

For prediction model, 23 rules are extracted for the slope of 

releasing curve  with %74.51 accuracy. 

If  m= Hydrophobic  & f>0.62Then e=%2.18 

If a>98.94 &b<=3.13 &  f<=0.38  Then e=%4.76 

If f>0.42 & f<=0.57 & i=Not Soluble Polymer Then e=%5.21 

If a<=50 Then e=%7.14 

If b>5.19 & f>0.57 & g>6.9 & m= Not Hydrophobic  Then 

e=%7.27 

If b<=3.13 &  f>0.38 & g>4.83Then e=%8 

If a<=98.94 &b<=3.13 & f<=0.42Then e=%8.33 

If a>50  & f>0.42 & i= Soluble Polymer & m= Not 

Hydrophobic  Then e=%8.75 

If b>4.44 &  i= Soluble Polymer & m= Not Hydrophobic  

Then e=%9.8 

If f<=0.42 & g>7.035 Then e=%10 

If f<=0.34 &g<=5.17 Then e=%11.25   

If g>5.17 & g<=6.2& h=Not Hydrogel Polymer Then 

e=%12.5 

If h>0 Then e=%13.33 

If a>98.8 & g>5.17 & g<=6.2Then e=%13.75 

If b>3.13 & f>0.34& g<=5.17 Then e=%14 

If b>4.44 & b<=5.2& i= Soluble Polymer Then e=%14.7 

If f<=0.42 & g>6.2 & g<=7.035Then e=%17.5 

If b<=5.19 & f>0.42 & i=Not Soluble Polymer Then e=%21.7 

If a>50 & a<=98.94 & b<=5.2 & f>0.42 & i= Soluble 

Polymer & m=Not Hydrophobic  Then e=%22 

If  f>0.42 Then e=%30 

If b<=5.51 & f<=0.62 & m= Hydrophobic  Then e=%44.4 

If b<=3.13 & f<=0.42 & g<=4.83Then e=%46.66 

If a>98.57& b<=5.51 & f<=0.62 & m= Hydrophobic  Then 

e=%90 

For prediction model, 21 rules are extracted for the releasing 

after 1 hr.  with %60.78 accuracy. 

If m= Hydrophobic Then d=%5 

If a<=98.94 & f<=0.38 &h=Not Hydrogel Polymer Then 

d=%10 

If a>98.94 & f<=0.38 & i= Not Soluble Polymer Then d=%15 

If b<4.44& f>0.42 & g<=6.9 & m= Not Hydrophobic Then 

d=%18 

If h= Hydrogel Polymer Then d=%23.15 

If a>50 & a<=98.05 & f>0.42 & m= Not Hydrophobic Then 

d=%25 

If a>99.8 & f<=0.42 & i= Soluble Polymer Then d=%25 

If h=Not Hydrogel Polymer  & m= Not Hydrophobic Then 

d=%30 

If a>98.67 &  f>0.42 & g>6.9 & m= Not Hydrophobic Then 

d=%35 

If f<=0.12 Then d=%38 

If f>0.42 &g<=6.9 & i= Not Soluble Polymer Then d=%40   

If a<=99.8 & f>0.12 & f<=0.38 & i= Soluble Polymer Then 

d=%45 

If f>0.38 & g<=4.67 & m= Not Hydrophobic Then d=%45 

If a>98.05 & f>0.42 & g>6.9 & i= Soluble Polymer & m= 

Not Hydrophobic Then d=%50 

If b>4.44 & g<=6.9 & i= Soluble Polymer Then d=%55 

If f<=0.62 & m= Hydrophobic Then d=%60 

If b>5.52 &h=Not Hydrogel Polymer Then d=%65 

If b<=5.51 & f<=0.62 & m= Hydrophobic & Then d=%70 

If a>98.57 & b>5.51 & b<=5.52 Then d=%80 

If a>98.57 & b<=5.51 & f<=0.62 & m= Hydrophobic Then 

d=%85 

For prediction model, 17 rules are extracted for the releasing 

after 8 hr.  with %60.78 accuracy. 

If b<=4.24 & m= Hydrophobic Then c=%38 

If a>98.94 & f<=0.38 & i= Not Soluble Polymer Then c=%40 

If a<=98.94 & b<=4.24 & f<=0.38 Then c=%50 

If a>99.43 & b>3.03 & b<=4.24& f>0.38 & g>4.83 Then 

c=%60 

If a>98.88 & a<=99.43 & b<=4.24 & f>0.38 & m= Not 

Hydrophobic Then c=%65 

If b<=3.03 & f>0.38 & m= Not Hydrophobic Then c=%65 

If f<=0.38 & i= Soluble Polymer Then c=%70 

If a<=98.05 & b>4.24 & i= Not Soluble Polymer Then c=%78 

If a>98.05 & a<=98.88 & b<4.24 & f>0.38 Then c=%80.8 

If f<=0.12 Then c=%83.92 

If a<=99.8 & f>0.12 & f<=0.38 & i= Soluble Polymer Then 

c=%88.46   

If b>4.24 & b<=4.44 Then c=%90 
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If f>0.38 & g<=4.83 & m= Not Hydrophobic Then c=%98.46 

If b>4.44 & i= Soluble Polymer & m= Not Hydrophobic Then 

c=%99 

If b>4.44 Then c=%100 

4. DISCUSSION 
From the rules that are extracted by decision tree, it is seen 

that the thickness and drug content from the proposed features 

are most important in the drug delivery which is in agreement 

with related studies in this area. 

As was seen in the results, different accuracy obtained from 

%60.78 to %98.04. It was expected that the accuracy in 

prediction mode be lower than the accuracy in classification 

mode, certainly due to the numerical format of the output in 

the prediction mode against the categorical (range) format of 

the output in the classification mode. 

For release rate after eight hours, there is not any rules for 

"Low" and in the prediction mode there is not any rules with 

the output value under %33. These two sentences are 

equivalent in meaning. In practice, drug delivery systems after 

this period of time release a large amount of the drug (or total 

amount of drug).  

Unique approach in this research makes it very distinct from 

other methods. The main feature of this study is to provide a 

rule set for drug delivery systems. In other words, in addition 

to providing a behavioral model of drug delivery systems, 

Rules governing the release of the drug has been developed 

Which is useful and applicable for the different aspects, as 

mentioned in the introduction of article such as make of 

system, analysis of performance and etc. 
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